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T.A.P stands for Think Action Play.
 We are a High Quality course provider
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Doodle Words Art
Doodle Words combine drawings with words. It's a playful process for
adding visuals or images to text to make it more interesting and eye-
catching. The images you use are not just random but are associated
with what you're writing. Each doodle represents something about the
words.Learn to combine hand lettering and carefree doodles into your
own artwork.

Water Colour Painting
Watercolor paint is a translucent art medium. Watercolor is basically a
colored pigment in a water-soluble binder. The paint dissolves when
you add water allowing the pigment to spread with a brush. Learn to
paint basic shapes and flowers

Coffee Painting
Coffee painting is created by adding coffee (usually instant) to water
and varying the strength to get different colors and tones. Apply
colour pencil shading technique with coffee painting and create your
own coffee-based works of art.

Acrylic Painting
Acrylic paint is a water-based, fast-drying paint made of tiny particles
of plastic acrylic resin and pigment. It is typically non-toxic, and when
dry, the particles fuse to become a robust and water- resistant paint.
Learn about colour-blending, combine painting and dotting techniques
to create floral, mandela, dessert, landscape and abstract art painting
works.

Batik Painting
Batik painting is a type of art where patterns are made on fabric
(cotton) using wax. Once the patterns are completed and the wax is
dried, fabric dyes will be applied onto the patterns. This process is
repeated until the desired design is achieved. Create unique batik arts
combining different line drawing with floral motifs.

 Duration: 1.5hr - 3hrs (customisable)
Mode of delivery: Classroom
Course Fee: Based on requirement


